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HYDRO and HYDRO&AIR

  The MONOLITH Infinity system was designed specifically and exclusively for MONOLITH acrylic bathtubs, taking into account the specific 
placement of components and the limited space under the bathtub. A completely new type of directionally adjustable water jets in 
combination with an increased number of air jets makes bathing in a MONOLITH bathtub a unique experience. Its minimalist electronic 
control ensure that the full potential of the designed system is exploited.

   You no longer have to worry about how to surround the whirlpool bath and what tiles to choose, or whether a complementary acrylic 
cover panel will not interfere with the look of your dream bathroom. With the Infinity whirlsystem, you can combine the aesthetics of 
precision workmanship offered by the MONOLITH collection with the relaxing element of a classic massage. 

  The Infinity massage system includes a Hydro and a Hydro&Air massage option. Both types offer a choice of additional accessories, such 
as the Stream Clean disinfection rinse, Chromo Plane illumination, or bath temperature reheat with safety thermostat.

  By combining the Infinity massage system with the MONOLITH acrylic bathtub, we take relaxing bathing pleasure to a whole new level.
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system  MHY

HYDRO 2 495 €

  MHA

HYDRO&AIR 3 159 €

Each Infinity system comes with a support frame and a drain set without filling. The price of the Monolith bathtub must be added to the price of the system.

Elements for an extra charge:

894 -  Surcharge for overflow 
filling for whirlsystems 
145 €

91403 -  Pipe disinfectant rinse 
Stream Clean 
528 €

93000 -  Disinfectant for 
whirlpool baths, 1 l 
16,90 €

124055 -  Bath temperature 
heating with safety 
thermostat 
485 €

91408 -  CHROMO PLANE Spot 
colour chromotherapy RGB 
LED 8 pcs of light sources 
recessed in the tub wall 
675 €
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10 nano water jets for the back
8 side directionally adjustable water jets

10 nano water jets for the back
8 side directionally adjustable water jets
12 air jets at the bottom of the tub




